
H-Invitational Database (H-InvDB) provides high-quality,

reliable annotated information on transcripts and genes

allows users to search and collect information efficiently.

Navi
Search navigation

BLAST
Search by sequence similarity

Simple search
Enter keyword or ID

Advanced Search
Apply numerous options and filters

Chromosome Map
Jump to the genome map
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Integrated Database of Human Genes and Transcripts

04. Look for disease-related neighboring genes

05. Search for sub-cellular targeting signals

06. Find pairs of interacting proteins

07. Obtain gene-disease co-occurrences from publications

08. Predict gene functions of transcripts

09. Search for alternative splicing patterns

10. Look for different mutation effects for each transcript

11. Find probe set for transcript

12. Search for genetic markers such as microsatellites

13. Identify conserved region around certain gene

14. For developing applications using H-InvDB data

1. Compare H-InvDB with RefSeq and Ensembl annotations

　　　　　G-integra [ genome integrated database ] 
 　　　　　　　-Graphically displays physical maps of Human  
                          Chimpanzee, Mouse, Rat and other genomes

 　　　　　　　-G-integra can explore from a single gene to a locus region

2. Look for tissue-specific expression patterns

　　　　　H-ANGEL [ gene expression database ]
 　　　　　　　-7 expression data sources are integrated

 　　　　　　　-Histogram for classified tissue categories

3. Compare genes between human and model organisms

　　　　　Evola [ Evolutionary annotation database ]
 　　　　　　　-Ortholog prediction, Cross-species comparison of
                          duplicated gene

 　　　　　　　-Alignment, phylogenetic tree and natural selection 

DiseaseInfo Viewer [Disease-related information]

TOPO Viewer [Sub-cellular localization]

PPI view [Protein-protein interaction]

LEGENDA [Literature-extracted gene-disease associations]

TACT [Transcriptome auto-annotation conducting tool]

H-DBAS [Alternative splicing variants database]

VaryGene [Genetic polymorphism database]

DNAProbeLocator [Microarray probe database]

H-GOLD/GDBS [Gene diversity of lifestyle related diseases]

G-compass [Comparative genome browser]

H-InvDB web service
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Locus view Transcript view
Transcript annotation viewLocus annotation view

Evola
Evolutionary annotation database

H-ANGEL
gene expression database

TOPO Viewer
Sub-cellular localization

DiseaseInfo Viewer
Disease related information

Clustering Viewer
clustering information view

G-integra
genome integrated database

PPI view
Protein-protein interaction

Gene family/group
annotation for selected gene families/groups

Main views in H-InvDB

Sub databases in H-InvDB

Japan Biological Information Research Center (JBIRC)   Integrated Database (IDB) Group
AIST Tokyo Waterfront Bio-IT Research Building, Aomi 2-42, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 135-0064, Japan
Tel: +81-3-3599-8800 / Fax: +81-3-3599-8801 E-mail : idb_pr@m.aist.go.jp  URL : http://www.jbirc.aist.go.jp/idt/index_e.html

 http://www.h-invitational.jp/  [ hinv.jp ]

Japan Biological Information Research Center Integrated Database Group

※ For more information about H-InvDB Tools, please refer to: http://www.h-invitational.jp/links_en.html

Searching H-InvDB
You may search the database in five different ways.

Solving problems with H-InvDB

Database consists of 
2 main views and 
8 sub databases.

Schematic of H-InvDB
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Gene structure: Provides annotations about basic genomic location, such 
as chromosome number, chromosome location, position, strand and related 
links (Ensembl, RefSeq, EntrezGene, KEGG GENES, GeneCards, H-GOLD) 

Function: Provides annotations about gene symbol/name, gene family/group, 
definition, coding potential, protein-protein interaction and related links 
(Ensembl, RefSeq, EntrezGene, KEGG GENES, GeneCards, H-GOLD) 

Alternative splicing: Provides annotations about alternative splicing 
such as pattern, position, isoform and related links to specialized 
database of the alternative splicing H-DBAS.

Expression: Provides annotations about gene expression such as 
tissue-specific, probe mapping information (AceGene, Affymetrix, Agilent) 
and related links (specialized databases focusing on gene expression, 
H-ANGEL and DNAProbeLocator). Tissue-specific expression data were 
analyzed with the original pipeline. 

Disease: Provides annotations about disease/pathology such as disease 
name, co-localized orphan diseases, related mutations, literature-extracted 
gene-disease associations, OMIM and other related links.

Member: Provides annotations about the members of each cluster 
such as transcript accession number, CAGE tag ID, EST ID, gene symbol, 
genomic location and related links.

Gene structure: Provides annotations about basic genomic location, 
such as chromosome number, chromosome location, position, strand and 
related links (Ensembl, RefSeq, EntrezGene, KEGG GENES, GeneCards, 
H-GOLD) 

Function: Provides annotations about gene function such as gene 
symbol/name, gene family/group, definition, coding potential, protein-protein 
interaction and related links (PubMed, InterPro, Ensembl, RefSeq, EntrezGene, 
KEGG GENES, GeneCards, H-GOLD) 

GO: Provides annotations about gene ontology such as molecular function, 
biological process and cellular component.

CDS: Provides annotation about CDS features such as completeness of 
coding region, location, orientation, Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) and 
related links (UniProt, RefSeq protein, CCDS).

Motif: Provides annotation about sequence motif such as InterPro ID, 
location of predicted motif and links to InterPro.

Subcellular loc.: Provides annotation about subcellular localization such 
as sub-cellular targeting signals predicted by PSORT II and TargetP, the 
presence of trans-membrane helices predicted by SOSUI and TMHMM, 
and prediction of peroxisomal targeting signal 1 by PTS1.

Protein structure: Provides annotation about protein structure such as 
location, identity, coverage, PDB ID and SCOP ID by reverse PSI-BLAST, 
and summary prediction of 3D structure by GTOP.

Expression: Provides annotations about gene expression such as 
tissue-specific, probe mapping information (AceGene, Affymetrix, Agilent) 
and related links (specialized database focusing on gene expression, 
H-ANGEL and DNAProbeLocator). Tissue-specific expression data were 
analyzed using the original pipeline.

Disease: Provides annotations about disease/pathology such as disease 
name, co-localized orphan disease, related mutation, literature-extracted 
gene-disease association, OMIM and other related links.

Evolution: Provides annotations about evolutionary information such as 
orthology, phylogenic trees, natural selection (dN/dS) and the links to 
the evolutionary annotation database Evola. 

Polymorphism: Provides annotation about polymorphism (SNP, indel), 
microsatellite (short tandem repeat, STR) and repeat information items and 
related links (Human-Gene diversity Of Life-style related Diseases H-GOLD)

Transcript info.: Provides annotation about basic transcript information 
such as accession number, clone number, sequence data provider, 
project name, length of cDNA, etc. Also provides annotations related to 
sequence quality such as frame shifts, splice site acceptor, remaining 
introns, etc.

Locus view is divided into six sections and provides annotations for gene structure, function, 
expression, etc. with the extensive links to other databases and illustrative images. 
※ H-InvDB assigns an H-Invitational cluster ID (HIX) to each locus. Example) HIX0005064

Transcript view is divided into twelve sections and provides annotations for transcript structure, function, 
evolution, polymorphism, etc. with extensive links to other databases and comprehensible images.
※ H-InvDB assigns an H-Invitational transcript ID (HIT) to each transcript. Example) HIT000053961

Locus view view - detailed annotation for locus - Transcript view - detailed annotation for transcript -

H-InvDB Dataset

Human genome data

Human transcripts

Human gene clusters

Human proteins

NCBI build 36.2

187,156

36,073

124,280

※ January 2008. Dataset includes non-coding RNA and short proteins
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※ Screen images have been modified exclusively for this pamphlet.
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Choose a category 
tab to view a specific 

annotation.

Description of 

gene function.

H-InvDB is widely 
used in research and 
development and is 
        applied to various 
     related industries.




